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"Euroflix? On the road to strong (T)VOD competitors in Europe“
Filmfest München panel discussion presented by CHILI
Friday, June 28, 2:00 PM
Black Box at Gasteig
Berlin, June 13, 2019 – The value chain for audiovisual productions is undergoing a
fundamental change process. The race is on for the consolidation of existing online
platforms; new, huge players are making forceful market entries. The growth in global
offerings is accompanied by the possibility of making a wider range of content available to
large audiences.
How should German and European producers position themselves in this new landscape?
Are online platforms and theatrical presenters and distributors competitors by definition or
are cooperative business models possible? How do online platforms change the importance
and availability of German and European content?
A panel of key experts will address these and related questions regarding one of the most
prominent current structural challenges for the movie industry on the occasion of Filmfest
München – presented by CHILI in cooperation with Produzentenverband e.V.
Panel discussion featuring:
Feo Aladag, Producer, filmmaker, actress
Wasiliki Bleser, Producer, CEO Starhaus
Philipp Kreuzer, Producer, CEO Maze Pictures
Giorgio Tacchia, Founder & CEO, CHILI
Geoffrey Macnab, Journalist and Film Critic, Moderator, Screen International
The panel is presented by CHILI, the innovative TVOD platform for the finest films and best
series that continues to expand in Europe. Already Italy’s number one non-subscription
entertainment company, it gained a whopping 400.000 customers in the UK since opening in
the country last year and reached a customer base of 3 million in total. In 2019, CHILI is
poised to continue its growth with the expansion of its activities in Germany, Austria, and
Poland.
CHILI’s commitment is to create Europe’s leading TVOD company. European movies
constitute a significant percentage of the titles offered by CHILI in its national subsidiaries,
with an emphasis on titles from each specific country and a strong year-on-year growth rate
for European and national content in each territory.
CHILI is available now at its sites in the various geographies at chili.com

"Euroflix? On the road to strong (T)VOD competitors in Europe“
Panel discussion
Friday, June 28, 2:00 PM
Black Box at Gasteig
Cocktail reception at the VIP-Lounge following the event

Feo Aladag, Producer, Filmmaker, Actress, Founder Independent Artists

Feo Aladag studied acting in Vienna and London. In 2000, she received her PhD in
communication sciences and psychology at the University of Vienna. Between 1991 and
1993, Feo worked as a film critic and columnist for Austrian daily newspapers. From the mid90s onwards, she made commercial films and music videos and acted in German theatre,
German and British TV movies as well as in German feature films. Since 1998, Feo has
written several scripts for television including several episodes of the ARD crime series
TATORT, in which she starred as well. Following her experiences in directorial master classes
at the European Film Academy with directors like Michael Radford and Mike Figgis, se
started to study directing at the dffb (Deutsche Film- und Fernsehakademie, Berlin) in 2004.
Among her teachers were directors such as Stephen Frears, Bertrand Tavernier, Fernando
Solanas and Mike Leigh. Feo Aladag maintained to her acting career but focused more and
more on producing, writing and directing. Since 1998 she has written several scripts for
television including several episodes of the ARD crime series TATORT, in which she starred as
well. Following her experiences in directorial master classes at the European Film Academy,
she started to study directing at the dffb (Deutsche Film- und Fernsehakademie, Berlin) in
2004. In 2005, Feo Aladag founded the film production company Independent Artists, based
in Berlin.
Independent Artists focuses primarily on feature films, documentaries and television films,
which are both artistically challenging and commercially promising. The multiple-awardwinning production DIE FREMDE (WHEN WE LEAVE) was the first narrative feature produced
by Independent Artists. Since its premiere at the 60th Berlin International Film Festival in

February 2010, the feature received 47 national and international awards and was shown at
over 140 festivals in more than 50 countries. In 2011, WHEN WE LEAVE was Germany’s
official entry for the ‘Best Foreign Language Film’ category at the 83rd Academy Awards. In
June 2013, Independent Artists wrapped their new feature film ZWISCHEN WELTEN
(INBETWEEN WORLDS), which was secretly filmed on location in the region of Masar-e Sharif
and Kunduz in Afghanistan. INBETWEEN WORLDS had its premiere at the competition
section of the 64th Berlin International Film Festival 2014 and was nominated for the
German Directors Award METROPOLIS and the VGF Producers Newcomers Award in 2014.
ALONE – A FAMILY STORY, Independent Artists third feature was shot in summer 2016 in
Berlin, Germany and Niamey, Niger/Westafrica. Again Feo Aladag produced, wrote and
directed for the German broadcaster ZDF, in cooperation with worldsales partner Beta Film.
The film premiered and was aired in fall 2016. It was nominated as Best Feature for German
TV for the prestigious GRIMME AWARD, for the European CIVIS TV Award 2017 as well as for
the METROPOLIS AWARD 2017 for BEST DIRECTOR / TV FEATURE.
Wasiliki Bleser, Producer, CEO Starhaus

Wasiliki Bleser is an award-winning producer and the CEO of Starhaus Filmproduktion
GmbH. She started her film career as a junior producer for Serial and International
Coproductions at Prosieben Media AG in 1995. 4 years later she joined the Kinowelt
Filmproduktion GmbH as the director of International Coproduction in 1999. After a quick
excursion as an event manager for Aktioart in 2001 she came back to the film circus by
joining Telepool as Sales Manager in 2003. Since 2005 Wasiliki Bleser is working as a
producer for Starhaus Filmproduktion (formerly Kinowelt Filmproduktion) founded by Rainer
Kölmel in 1994. In 2010 she started managing the company together with Rainer Kölmel.
Since 2013 Wasiliki Bleser is the CEO of Starhaus Filmproduktion.
Starhaus Filmproduktion is focused on producing and coproducing feature films and
documentaries like István Szabó’s “SUNSHINE”, Todd Louiso’s “LOVE LIZA”, Ben Verbong’s
“THE SLURB”, Dominik Wessely’s “REVERSE SHOT - REBELLION OF THE FILMMAKERS”, Mika
Kaurismäki's "MAMA AFRICA and "THE GIRL KING", Julian Roman Pölsler's award-winning
"THE WALL" and most recently Eva Trobisch's acclaimed debut feature "ALL GOOD".

Philipp Kreuzer, Producer, CEO Maze Pictures

Philipp Kreuzer is a film school graduate and lawyer. His production credits include feature
films, TV-Mini-Series and TV-Series, many of them co-productions. After studying in Munich
(law), Paris (literature) and Madrid (film) he began his career in film law in Germany and
America prior to entering film production and finance in London (The Film Consortium) and
Los Angeles (MFP/ Paramount Pictures). Four years he served as project manager for
Eurimages responsible for a large number of feature film co-productions co-financed by the
fund. In 2005 he joined Bavaria Film Group. He held different functions in production and
management incl. producer, head of sales, co-production and financing, MD of two of
Bavaria subsidiaries (Munich/Rome) and member of the group’s management board. In 2015
he founded Munich/Berlin/Hamburg based maze pictures with partners as an independent
production company (www.maze-pictures.com). From 2014-2018 he was member of the
selection board of the Austrian Film Board, since 2018 of the Vienna Film Fund. He is a
member of the European and German film academies (Section production), active in film
policy and board member of the German film producers’ association (VDFP). 2018 he won
the Bavaria’s best producer award for “The Happy Prince”.
MAZE PICTURES is an independent production house based in Munich and Berlin. The
company was founded in 2015 with the aim to develop and produce high-value original
content for the international and national cinema and TV market. maze pictures is
represented by the two CEOs Jörg Schulze in Berlin and Philipp Kreuzer in Munich.

Giorgio Tacchia, Founder & CEO, CHILI

Giorgio Tacchia is the founder, President and CEO of CHILI. He started his career in Unilever
then moved to Fastweb, the Italian Company which brought fiber optic to the domestic
market thereby representing competition to the state-held incumbent. For 12 years, he
worked in different departments with increasing seniority, becoming Head of Media & TV in
Sept 2009. In 2012, he decided to branch out into an entrepreneurial venture and founded
CHILI. In addition to his managerial role, Giorgio Tacchia is also one of the company’s main
shareholders.
CHILI is a European Entertainment Company headquartered in Milan. CHILI has developed
the first and only Entertainment-Centered Marketplace, a unique experience offering cinema
and tv series fans. CHILI proposes a wide library of titles thanks to its agreements with the
most important production companies, local distributors and indie labels. It is available on
Smart TVs, Blu Rays, PCs, tablets and smartphones. There are no monthly or activation costs.
Its site offers a pure pay-per-view movie experience. CHILI was founded in June 2012 in Italy
as a transactional platform for Video-On-Demand films and TV Series. Thanks to its Italian
success, CHILI has since expanded to UK, Germany, Poland and Austria. In each of its country
divisions, it places great emphasis on local titles. CHILI is controlled and managed by its
founders. In 2018, Torino 1895 Investimenti SPA (Lavazza Family) joined US Studios
Paramount Pictures, Sony Pictures Entertainment, 20th Century Fox, Viacom and Warner
Bros as a shareholder of the company.

Geoffrey Macnab, Journalist and Film Critic (Moderator), Screen International

Geoffrey Macnab writes on film for The Guardian, The Independent, and Screen
International. He is the author of Stairways to Heaven: Rebuilding the British Film Industry
(2018), Delivering Dreams: A Century of British Film Distribution (2015) and Ingmar Bergman:
The Life and Films of the Last Great European Director (2009), The Making of "Taxi Driver"
(2006), Key Moments in Cinema (2001), Searching for Stars: Stardom and Screenwriting in
British Cinema (2000), and J. Arthur Rank and the British Film Industry (1993).
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